We love Rise 360 for creating beautiful, flexible, interactive content that allows for the inclusion of engaging formative assessment elements.
Engage with Some Examples

Explore and engage with the content on your own and see if you can answer:

☐ What kind of mask should be worn in the glass studio?
☐ What is the most expensive cheese on Earth?
☐ Can you use the glossary to figure out how to start the glory hole furnace?
☐ How does content look on a mobile device?

While you are exploring, provide your impressions in the chat on:
• the look and feel of the content
• your navigation and engagement experience and
• thoughts on how you could use this tool.

When you are done, give us a trivia question and answer related to your education establishment to the google form.
We love Rise 360 for creating beautiful, flexible, interactive content that allows for the inclusion of engaging formative assessment elements.

RISE 360 ALLOWS FOR:

- Predictable course design, which helps students focus their attention on content and their energy on learning.
- The inclusion of learning science elements, which help students master skills and provide feedback and guidance.
- Active engagement, which requires student participation that boosts learning.
- A responsive and mobile-friendly design.
- Incorporation into an LMS and no need for a hosting site.

FREE TRIAL OF RISE 360:
Visit https://rise.articulate.com/ and click the Free Trial button.

NEED TO TRACK PROGRESS?
Export a Rise 360 course as an LMS package when you need to track learners’ progress. Rise 360 supports xAPI-, SCORM-, and AICC-compliant LMSs.